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Speedbit Primer
elastomer bitumen primer with improved drying properties
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Elastomer bitumen primer with improved drying properties

Greenline

Speedbit Primer

 ● especially recommended for work into the interior! 

 ● 30% faster drying time

 ● faster reworkable

 ● very economical - only one application required

 ● can be walked on after drying

 ● surface is slightly adhesive

What makes an optimal primer

The task of a primer should not be underestimated. The pre-treatment serves to improve the adhesion 

properties by firmly binding loose components such as dust etc., different absorption behaviour is balan-

ced. The subsequent coating can only form a permanent bond with it on a stable substrate. This is the 

basis for durable and resistant subsequent waterproofing. BORNIT® Speedbit-Primer combines all these 

properties and, due to its solvent-free basis, it is both sustainable and environmentally friendly.

30% faster drying and sustainable - yes, it‘s possible!

BORNIT® Speedbit-Primer is a solvent-free, quick drying elastomer bitumen primer. It is very economical, 

penetrates deeply into the substrate and offers excellent adhesion to all standard building substrates - 

as a primer under welding membranes it impresses with its 30% faster drying time. BORNIT® Speedbit  

Primer is suitable for interior and exterior use. It can be can be rolled, brushed and sprayed. 

www.bornit.com

Strong adhesion to all standard building substrates!

concrete wood brick bituminous
substrates

metal

All the data in the current sales catalog are based on the knowledge available at the time of publication. Current information can be found in the German individual specification sheets, safety data 
sheets and transport regulations which can be ordered for free from BORNIT® or be downloaded at our German website www.bornit.de/de. 
*Up-to-date information online - scan QR code with your smartphone to receive up-to-date information! Mobile-specific software required - only the connection costs of your provider arise.



Speedbit Primer

GRACO® spraying technology
Operating radius of up to 130 m, depending on the pump system! 

In practice: Position the material and machine centrally -  
prime or coat up to 1000 sqm/hour with spray lance!

Pro tip for a lightning-fast application:

BORNIT® Speedbit Primer is processed cold, directly from the container. Stir briefly before use. The  

primer can be applied to the surface by brush, roller or spray. It is recommend to moisten the mold 

slightly before and during processing. Polyamide yarn painting tools have proved their worth. Clean 

tools with water immediately after use.

ROCK SOLID CONNECTIONS

BORNIT® Speedbit Primer

Solvent-free, quick-drying elastomer bitumen primer for laying bitumen 
welding membranes indoors and outdoors, can be rolled, brushed or 
sprayed-on

System products:
BORNIT® MultiClean Spray
BORNIT® Bitumen Cleaner
Bitumen roof sheetings

OUTDOOR
USE!

DIN EN 14 188-1
(Fugenmassen

N 2-normal)

>5°C

6900004117black 44 bucket10 ltr. approx. 50 m²

6900004118black 18 bucket25 ltr. approx. 125 m²

  

  

Order-No.Colour PalletisationContent sufficient for

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

4 017228 00541 6

4 017228 00542 3

EAN-CodeType

According to Bau-BG circular (11/05)  
for interior work expressly  

recommended!
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Your dealer:

BORNIT-Werk Aschenborn GmbH
Your partner for building and road construction products!
Reichenbacher Straße 117 | 08056 Zwickau | Germany

Phone: +49 375 27 95 - 0
Fax:  +49 375 27 95 - 150
E-Mail:  info@bornit.com 
Web:  www.bornit.com

https://www.bornit.de/en/id263

